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Abstract
The Carbanak cybercriminal advanced persistent threat (APT) demonstrates how criminal
collectives can adapt, divide, and evolve as their tools, techniques, and procedures advance.
Carbanak and others merit significant discussion and investigation before more emulators enter
the threat landscape. Carbanak and similar actors pose a serious threat to critical infrastructure
organizations such as banks, governments, or even data brokers such as Equifax.

Carbanak Demonstrates the Capabilities of Cybercriminal Collectives
The Carbanak cybercriminal advanced persistent threat (APT) exemplifies how a collection of
digital mercenaries can unite as a disciplined, professional adversary and combine complex
proprietary malware with open-source hacker tools to compromise financial institutions,
government entities, telecommunication firms, restaurant chains, retail markets, and
hospitality companies. Considering its combination of complex techniques, its effectiveness in
spreading malware, and its development of advanced exploit kits and tools, Carbanak is
currently one of the most effective advanced persistent
threats (APTs) active. Carbanak is believed to consist of a
small core group surrounded by mercenary persons or
Carbanak is currently one of the
subgroups. The factions collude and cooperate, with each
most effective advanced persistent
performing specific roles or tasks. Consequently, the
threats (APTs) active.
collective has access to many malicious tools, attack kits,
and exploits. The first attempt at compromise typically
targets either vulnerabilities in public-facing infrastructure or un-cyber-hygienic personnel.
Though spear-phishing emails are the preferred attack vector, in some instances, the attacker
has tricked staff into opening a malicious attachment via a social engineering phone call [1].
Carbanak demonstrates how a disciplined cybercriminal collective can develop, adapt, and
evolve over time. As outsourcing attack layers, recruiting cybercriminals, and acquiring
powerful exploit kits and tools becomes easier, other criminal collectives may emulate
Carbanak’s success. The tools, tactics, and techniques of the group merit significant attention,
investigation, and study before imitators develop, offshoots metastasize, or Carbanak becomes
even more successful in its campaigns.

Early Carbanak Demonstrated the Potential of Cybercriminal APTs
Carbanak‘s attacks against global financial institutions resulted in an estimated $1 billion in
losses in the first half of 2014. It effectively set the standard to which all other cybercriminals
aspire. The breaches began between December 2013 and June 2014 and each victim bank lost
between $2.5 million and $10 million as a result of unauthorized financial transfers. The victim
institutions were located in Russia, the United States, Germany, China and Ukraine;
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additionally, the group may also have begun targeting organizations in Malaysia, Nepal, and
Kuwait. The vast majority of victims were located in Russia. Overall, the group targeted at least
100 financial organizations at 300 IP addresses located in approximately 30 countries, at least
half of which suffered financial loss [2] [3].
Like most APT groups, Carbanak attacks began with a spear phishing campaign. The malicious
emails masqueraded as legitimate banking communique accompanied by attached Microsoft
Word (97-2003) documents and Control Panel Applet (.CPL) files. The malicious attachments
infected victim systems with a backdoor based on the Carberp malware. It is also possible that
some of the emails contained URLs that redirected the victim to watering-hole sites or infected
landing pages. Analysis of the attachments reveals that the attackers exploited vulnerabilities in
Microsoft Word 2003, 2007, and 2010 (CVE-2012-0158, and CVE-2014-1761). After successful
exploitation of a vulnerability, the shellcode decrypted and the Carbanak backdoor was
installed on the victim host. The Carbanak backdoor installed, and then it re-installed itself into
“%system32%\com” as a copy of “svhost.exe” with the system, hidden, and read-only
attributes. The initial version (delivered by the exploit) was then deleted. The backdoor
connected to its C2 server through HTTP (with RC2+Base64 encryption) and downloaded a file
(kldconfig.plug) which detailed processes to monitor. The kit set the Termservice service
execution mode to auto to enable Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP). The backdoor provided
access to the intranet of the victim organization. Next, the adversary probed the intranet for
other vulnerable targets and specifically for critical financial systems. Typically, tens to
hundreds of computers were infected before an admin system, with the necessary access, was
compromised. If banking applications such as BLIZKO or IFOBS are discovered, then a special
notification is sent to the C2 server to notify the adversary that financial systems were
discovered [2] [3].
Once the attackers discovered financial systems on the victim network, they open-source or
Deep Web keyloggers, tools to capture video and the screen, and information gathering tools.
The monitoring occurred by intercepting the ResumeThread call. The captured videos were
recorded at low bandwidth to reduce detection via web traffic analysis and were used to help
the attackers develop an operational picture of typical workflow, tool usage, and practices. In
addition to training the adversary to transfer money, the monitoring also reduced the likelihood
that the adversary would set off user behavioral analytic (UBA) systems. The remote
administration tool, Ammyy Admin, might have been installed on victim systems to ease
remote access (the tool is whitelisted by legitimate system administrators in some corporate
environments) [2] [3].
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The attackers studied the financial tools and
applications installed on the victim hosts to
The attackers studied the financial
maximize the potential gain from the compromised
tools and applications installed on
system. Rather than searching for exploits and
the victim hosts to maximize the
flaws in the security and financial applications, the
adversary meticulously recorded the activity of
potential gain from the
administrators to learn the necessary information
compromised system.
and procedures to transfer money. Files on
captured C2 servers indicate that the adversary may
also exfiltrate classified emails, manuals, cryptographic keys, and other information. When the
adversary knew the necessary information and knew how to use the most powerful host
applications, they would withdraw or transfer significant sums. The method of withdrawal or
transfer depended on the system, situation, and available resources (time, people, etc.).
Observed methods of stealing cash include fraudulent online banking transfers, electronic cash
transfers to banks in China and the United States, SWIFT transfers to compromised bank
accounts, and remote commands to ATMs to spew cash onto the street at a specific date and
time. In the instances where physical interaction with an ATM or bank personnel was
necessary, the group would pay individuals to act as “mules” in the cash transfer [2] [3].
The command and control infrastructure rotated every few weeks. It consists of Linux servers to
issue commands, Windows servers used for remote connections, backup servers, and drop
servers containing executables and additional components. Victim systems were cataloged in
server logs according to the adversary’s categorization [2] [3].

By 2016, Carbanak Evolved into a Sophisticated APT
In 2016, more than 140 financial, telecommunication, and government organizations in 40
countries including the US, France, and Ecuador, were compromised. The campaigns were
attributed to Carbanak or GCMAN, which may be a derivative or an emulator of the former APT.
In many of the attacks, PowerShell and Meterpreter, an extensible payload component used by
Metasploit, were used to compromise victim systems and the open-source Mimikatz tool was
used to steal administrator credentials. Afterward, the legitimate Microsoft command-line
scripting utility NETSH and the Microsoft utility SC were used to remotely access systems and
divert system traffic to C2 infrastructure. Attackers used a known exploit for an unpatched
vulnerability to compromise victim servers.
In attacks that were analyzed in September and October 2016, a Microsoft Word document
carried a malicious attachment that deployed the starter.vbs script. It executed the
TransbaseOdbcDriver.js, which in turn executed LanCradDriver.vbs and fetches
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LAnCradDriver.ini from a Google Spreadsheet. LanCradDriver.vbs reads and executes the
PowerShell code of LanCradDriver.ini. Small samples of the code used in the attack were
discovered on Pastebin; possibly indicating that the attacker purchased or copied the code or
was mercenary. Pass-the-Hash techniques achieved privilege escalation while scheduled tasks
and Operating System auto-start locations were leveraged for persistence. Infected systems
were tracked via Google Docs and Google Forms, which were also used to spread malware,
issue commands, etc. Malicious code ranged from memory resident code, scripting code
(PowerShell, JavaScript, VBS), executables (variants of existing malware) and customized
versions of toolkits such as Metasploit, PowerSploit and the Veil Framework. A variant of the
Anunak backdoor and a Visual Basic Script tailored for data exfiltration were at the core of the
attacks. Valid Comodo certificates were used to “legitimize” the malware. While the certificate
registrations were fake, they were legitimately purchased; thereby, indicating that the
organized criminal entity was willing and able to financially invest in the attacks [1].

The Cobalt sub-group emerged from Carbanak
In the summer of 2016, Cobalt, a subgroup or affiliated contractor to Carbanak, launched
attacks that resulted in the kinetic dispersal of ATM funds in Taiwan and Thailand. In early 2017,
they began sending Visa and Mastercard spear-phishing emails laden with malicious
attachments to more than 3000 recipients from 250 organizations in 12 countries located in
North America, Western Europe, and South America. Cobalt is linked to Carbanak via shared
tactics, a shared financial focus, and some shared network infrastructure. Banks, stock
exchanges, insurance companies, investment funds,
and other organizations were among the targets.
Approximately 75% of all Cobalt attacks targeted
Approximately 75% of all Cobalt attacks
financial institutions, while the remainder targeted
targeted financial institutions, while the
affiliated state organizations, industrial companies,
remainder targeted affiliated state
telecommunication operators, and medical
organizations, industrial companies,
organizations. The secondary compromises were used
telecommunication operators, and
as springboards onto the target system. For instance,
when lateral compromise is not instantly possible via a medical organizations.
vulnerable portal, Cobalt sent social engineering lures
to the target on behalf of their infected partner. Due to the cybersecurity solutions protecting
most, but not all, financial institutions, it is easier for the adversary to laterally compromise
sensitive networks if a vulnerable system cannot be externally discovered. Additionally, the
group used at least 22 fake domains to simulate the sites of large financial organizations or
their affiliates, and it sent social engineering lures from Visa, MasterCard, the Central Bank of
Russia, and the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan [4].
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Cobalt attacks proceed in several stages. First fake domains that allegedly belong to major
financial organizations are registered. Then, phishing emails containing malware are sent to
financial institutions and their partners. The attachment drops malware that prevents anti-virus
response and deploys a backdoor Trojan to enable remote access and facilitate lateral
movement. Since lures were sent from trusted affiliates and specific employees, the normal
statistical infection rate of 20-30% ranged from 40-70%. The fiscal impact averaged at $1.6
million; though, the adversary has started to exfiltrate information as well [4].
The Cobalt faction excels at “living off the land.” It conducts campaigns that require the limited
use of actual malware and is difficult to detect over established protocols. In October 2017,
researchers reported on a cyber-kinetic campaign against Eastern European and Russian banks
that resulted in losses of more than $10 million each. The threat actors may soon launch similar
attacks against institutions in North America, Europe, Asia, and Australia. Physical “cut-outs” or
“mules” were sent to open dozens of new bank accounts at various branches in different cities
using counterfeit documents. The accomplices sent the “legitimate” debit/ATM cards tied to
those accounts out of the country to members of the cybercriminal network. Meanwhile, the
cyber-attackers or their digital mercenaries compromised banking networks using social
engineering and spear-phishing techniques. The attackers laterally infected networked systems,
established persistent backdoors and RDP access, and captured employees’ credentials. Tools
like PSExec and legitimate Windows and PowerShell commands were used for lateral
movement. The Windows SSH client plink.exe was used for RDP access over an already
established SSH tunnel. Using administrator accounts, the actor launched reconnaissance of the
card processing service, monitored systems and services using legitimate applications, such as
the Terminal Server monitoring tool, and executed malicious payloads on the processor
network. The “Mipko” employee monitoring software was used to capture information such as
screenshots, keystrokes, credentials, application logs, and other data. Stolen information
appears to have been exfiltrated via a backdoor connection maintained with the Cobalt Strike
Beacon. Stolen credentials were used to change risk ratings on the rogue accounts from high to
low, activate “overdraft” credit permission on the fraudulent accounts, remove any anti-fraud
controls, and increase overdraft limits from $0 to $25,000 - $35,000. Activities were conducted
from systems within the internal network, and at the end of the action the dropper.exe wiper
was used to corrupt the Master Boot Record on the hard disk and restart the system. Within
minutes of the alteration and continuing for hours later, accomplices across Europe and the
Russian Federation withdrew massive sums from isolated ATM terminals using the “legitimate”
account cards. Accessed ATMs were always outside the country of the victim bank. The entire
campaign required an estimated six months to orchestrate [5].
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Carbanak Now Poses a Significant Threat to Critical Infrastructure
In late 2016, Carbanak again expanded its focus on financial institutions, telecommunication
firms, and government entities to also include hospitality, restaurant, and retail markets. The
Bateleur Jscript backdoor was spread to restaurant franchises via spear-phishing lures sent from
an Outlook account and allegedly contained information about a previously discussed check [6].
Another lure threatened a customer-illness lawsuit accompanied by two phone calls over the
course of half an hour urging the victim to open the attachment and confirming that they did so
[7]. Bateleur is small and robust enough to
avoid many signature-based anti-malware
“This approach seems to mirror a recent trend in
solutions. According to Cylance Senior Threat
Researcher Marta Janus, “This approach seems malicious software development, where the first
to mirror a recent trend in malicious software stage backdoor responsible for the C&C
development, where the first stage backdoor
communication is as small and lightweight as
responsible for the C&C communication is as
possible, while most of the data-stealing
small and lightweight as possible, while most
functionalities are implemented as separate
of the data-stealing functionalities are
second-stage modules. This allows the attackers
implemented as separate second-stage
modules. This allows the attackers to maintain to maintain only a tiny piece of code running on
only a tiny piece of code running on the
the machine, serving as loader of additional inmachine, serving as loader of additional inmemory payloads, which might be pushed and
memory payloads, which might be pushed and
removed by the attackers at will.”
removed by the attackers at will.” The
- Marta Janus, Cylance
attached malicious Jscript dropper is capable
of evading sandboxes, obfuscating itself,
retrieving infected system information, listing running processes, executing custom commands
and PowerShell scripts, loading EXEs and DLLs, taking screenshots, uninstalling and updating
itself, and exfiltrating credentials [6].
It ran command-and-control infrastructure from Google cloud-based services such as Google
Forms and Google Sheets. The services ensured that the traffic ingress and egress – which
included encrypted and obfuscated malware and commands and exfiltrated data respectively –
originated from Google and were not blocked by organization security solutions. Victims are
targeted with professional-tier social engineering campaigns and cutting-edge malware. After
compromising a machine, the attackers move laterally to a valuable system on the network
where they conduct pass-the-hash attacks for privilege escalation with the aim of gaining
domain or admin level access. They have also purchased legitimate digital certificates from
Comodo using fraudulent companies and individuals in Russia, to sign malware. The Carbanak
malware includes components to escalate privileges, disable antivirus, etc. and the group now
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targets R&D, IP, and PII in addition to payment card data. The most common signature of
Carbanak in early 2017 was the use of the Anunak backdoor (often signed with the Comodo
certificate) and VBScript land PowerShell script files capable of receiving commands or
exfiltrating data [8].
In May 2017, Carbanak began leveraging shim databases - part of Microsoft’s Windows
Application Compatibility Infrastructure – to gain persistence on targeted systems, in multiple
environments, and thereby more effectively exfiltrate sensitive data over prolonged periods.
Shim databases are a compatibility feature developed to bridge legacy Windows applications
and newer versions of Windows. Researchers note that “The shim injected a malicious inmemory patch into the Services Control Manager (‘services.exe’) process, and then spawned a
Carbanak backdoor process.” The shim database is installed and registered on a system through
a custom Base64 encoded PowerShell script that runs the ‘sdbinst.exe’ utility to register a
custom shim database file containing a patch onto a system; additionally, specific registry keys
were created that correlated to the shim database registration. The database description is a
Knowledge Base patch named “Microsoft KB2832077.” Both 32-bit and 63-bit Windows
“services.exe” was “patched” with the payload when it executed at startup. According to
researchers in order to make the “services.exe” call the function that executed the Carbanak
payload stored in the registry, “The shim database file contained shellcode for a first stage
loader that obtained an additional shellcode payload stored in a registry key. The second stage
shellcode launched the Carbanak DLL (stored in a registry key), which spawned an instance of
Service Host (‘svchost.exe’) and injected itself into that process.” Carbanak used the technique
to install a payment card harvesting utility for persistent access rather than install a malicious
Windows service for process injection and persistent access. The hypothetical malicious
application of shim databases was previously discussed at BruCon and BlackHat, and the
realization of the attack vector demonstrates the adversary’s adaptability and attention to
emerging research [9].

FIN7 Exemplifies the Developing Capabilities of Carbanak Derivatives
In October 2017, it was reported that the Carbanak Trojan was being used by a financially
motivated threat actor known as FIN7 to target banks and other financial institutions
throughout 2017 [10]. For instance, in early 2017, FIN7 employed the POWERSOURCE backdoor
or “TextMate” malware to target personnel at various organizations who were charged United
States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings. POWERSOURCE is a new mutation of
the PowerShell backdoor [11]. The DNSMessenger malware, which uses the internet’s address
system as a command-and-control channel – was utilized in the SEC attack campaign and in
other similar attacks that targeted the executives of large public companies with financial fraud
spear-phishing emails. The emails appeared to originate from EDGAR, the SEC’s online filing
system and malicious attachments were Word documents entitled “Important changes to form
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10K.” DNSMessenger is difficult to detect since most organizations do not filter or monitor DNS
traffic. The tool is “file-less” because it pulls commands from DNS rather than installing on the
victim hard drive [12]. The C2 infrastructure was hosted on poorly controlled country code toplevel domains (ccTLDs) because they were free and lacked WHOIS information post-expiration.
File-less malware is written the target’s RAM. The attackers used PowerShell, Metasploit, and
Mimikatz to inject the code into memory [13]. Although files are not stored on the hard drive,
the malware did leave some traces or artifacts in the system registry [12]. Through the use of
open-source tools, standard Windows utilities, and domains devoid of identifiable information,
the threat actors significantly cloud attribution and evade further Information Security analysis
and profiling. The tools, tactics, and techniques employed in the attacks are characteristic of
Carbanak or a derivative group [13] [14].
FIN7 may be derivative of Carbanak, or it may be an unrelated group that modified the
Carbanak malware. In most attacks, the Carbanak Trojan is delivered to executives via spearphishing emails or the group exploited poorly patched, network-misconfigured systems. After
establishing a persistent presence, FIN7 utilized the malware to covertly spy on staff, learn
internal systems and cash transfer processes, and mimic the techniques to transfer funds
without detection. FIN7 attacks often utilize legitimate software to gain business credentials,
and the group has been linked to campaigns against US restaurant chains [10]. In early October,
FIN7 began focusing on increasing the obfuscation of its attack vectors by improving its phishing
documents. The latest lures received 0/59 and 1/59 detections on VirusTotal for RTF and DOCX
formats respectively; consequently, signatures and heuristic antivirus software cannot be
trusted to detect the malicious attachments to the seemingly legitimate business email lures
[15]. In April 2017, FIN7 used malicious shortcut files (LNK) or visual basic scripts (VBS or VBE)
for remote code execution. The files were embedded into lure documents using the Windows
Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) framework. The newly modified payload features an OLE
embedded CMD file that is underlain with Jscript. It writes a “tt.txt” file to the victim’s home
directory and then uses the Jscript engine on the file to execute code. The HALFBAKED
backdoor used by the group has also evolved. Initially, it utilized Base64 encoding , stored in a
string array variable called “srcTxt” which is now obfuscated and divided into multiple strings.
Further, HALFBAKED is also equipped with the “getNK2” command to pull victims’ Microsoft
Outlook email client auto-complete list. Since NK2 files are used only for Microsoft Outlook
2007 and 2010, the attackers leveraged a custom-functionality to handle newer Outlook
versions with the same command. The exfiltration of contact data facilitates lateral
compromises and cascading spear-phishing campaigns against affiliated business partners.
After compromising the corporate network and establishing a foothold, the attackers
compromise Point of Sale (PoS) systems and begin exfiltrating credit card information, which
can be used for fiscal fraud and identity theft [10] [15] [14].
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As it Develops, Carbanak Merits Additional Investigation and Discussion
Carbanak and its potential subgroups or derivatives have begun targeting major financial
institutions, government entities, and other critical infrastructure organizations and their
affiliates. Each and every successful compromise increases the resources of an already
dangerous criminal collective, and it increases the potential emergence of emulators. Further,
since the mercenary collective is profit driven, it may begin to monetize the exfiltrated PII,
credit information, IP, and other sensitive data on Deep Web markets and forums. Consider
that the Equifax breach bears all the characteristics of a Carbanak attack. Though neither
attribution details nor definitive breach details are clear, Equifax was the result of the
exploitation of an unpatched vulnerability in a public-facing server. Numerous attentionstarved script kiddie outfits and online “leakers” have claimed that the organization was
laterally compromised via an affiliated financial institution; possibly through the systems of a
Canadian bank. Nevertheless, as a massive unsecured and under-regulated financial
organization, Equifax would fit the target profile Carbanak and its potential subgroups or
of Carbanak and its associates. Over 145 million derivatives have begun targeting major
credit profiles and 10.9 million driver’s licenses
financial institutions, government entities,
were stolen from Equifax servers [16] [17]. The
and other critical infrastructure organizations
data was stolen over a prolonged period, and
and their affiliates.
legitimate system tools and administrator
credentials may have facilitated the theft of
consumer information. Each and every exfiltrated datum could be monetized by a sophisticated
financially-motivated APT. Proffered credit monitoring would do next to nothing to prevent
Deep Web criminals from exchanging and exploiting victim identity information. Credit freezes
are likewise limited in their effectiveness because they require an unrealistic level of sustained
victim vigilance. Potential targets of Carbanak, or any other sophisticated APT, desperately
need a renaissance in layered bleeding-edge cybersecurity solutions and in-depth cyberhygiene training and awareness initiatives. Meanwhile, legislators and regulators could protect
potential victims and incite cybersecurity and cyber-hygiene reform by: holding executives
legally accountable for major breaches, by strengthening consumer protections, by regulating
negligent organizations such as Data Brokers, and by instituting a credit freeze by default
system in which companies must seek consumers informed consent before storing or
exchanging their information [18] [16] [19].
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